Wind tunnel investigation of an ICE 3 endcar on three standard ground scenarios
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Abstract
An ICE 3 model has been investigated in an automotive wind tunnel on three different ground configurations by means of force measurements and tuft flow visualisations. The aerodynamic force and moment coefficients reveal a strong dependency on the ground configuration, with the embankment configuration giving the highest measured coefficients only for yaw angles $\beta > 40^\circ$. The coefficients obtained through the Baker hypothesis are found to be larger than those measured directly on the embankment. The poor agreement between the "measured on embankment coefficients" and the "flat ground with Baker transformation coefficients" is attributed to the fundamental mismatch of relative flow velocities between wind, train and ground during the wind tunnel measurements with the train situated on the embankment. The mismatch of flow velocities causes a strong longitudinal vortex on the leeward side of the embankment which does not exist in reality and significantly alters the overall flow field.

It is thus recommended, for the determination of aerodynamic forces acting on a train on an embankment, to measure the aerodynamic coefficients for the flat ground configuration and subsequently apply the Baker hypothesis.

© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The aerodynamics of a train under the influence of cross winds is a safety relevant topic which is covered in European legislation within the framework of the Technical Specification for Interoperability (TSI) (EC, 2006), in the European Norm prEN14067-6 (CEN, 2008) as well as in national standards in the UK (Blakeney, 2000) and in Germany (DB Netz AG, 2006).

The modelling of cross wind acting on a train inside a wind tunnel represents a challenge due to the differing ground configurations, e.g. flat ground corresponding to the situation on flat ground and on bridges, ballast and rail corresponding to regular tracks as well as the special case of high embankments (cf. Figs. 1 and 2). The modelling is especially complicated due to the differing relative speeds and yaw angles between the wind and the train on one side and the wind and the ground on the other side. Especially the lift force has been found by Baker and Humphreys (1996) to be sensitive to the Reynolds number and in particular to the ground simulation in the wind tunnel.

In addition to the ground modelling difficulties, the Reynolds number of modern high speed trains based on train width and a cruising speed of 350 km/h is approximately $Re = 2 \times 10^7$ and imposes a further challenge for most conventional wind tunnels. The abilities of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to handle these challenges are comprehensively described by Diedrich et al. (2007).

The principal approaches for the experimental modelling of the above-mentioned relative movements and yaw angles are as follows:

1. Placing the train model onto a stationary flat ground, e.g. neglecting both the relative movement between ground and train as well the infrastructure (such as an embankment).
2. Placing the train model onto a standardised 1 m ballast and rail configuration, e.g. neglecting the relative movement between ground and train, but considering the “nearest” part of the infrastructure.
3. Placing the train model onto an embankment, e.g. neglecting the relative movement between ground and train but considering the infrastructure.
4. Placing the train model onto a moving belt, e.g. neglecting the infrastructure, but considering the relative movement between ground and train.
5. Shooting the train model on an embankment across a wind tunnel, e.g. considering both the relative movement between ground and train as well as considering the infrastructure.

While the last method certainly is the most proper method with respect to the correct representation of relative movements and infrastructure, the problems with respect to too small Reynolds numbers, unsteady force measurements and track (guide way) irregularities affecting the aerodynamic force measurements have prevented this approach from being commonly used in the past.

The present study investigates the influence of three stationary ground configurations in a wind tunnel on the measured aerodynamic coefficients of a modern high-speed train.

2. Experimental setup

A scale 1:15 model of an ICE 3 has been investigated in the Audi aero-acoustic wind tunnel. The wind tunnel is a closed loop type tunnel with a 3/4 open test section and features a boundary layer suction through a perforated floor directly at the nozzle exit, which was switched on during the measurements. The maximum wind-tunnel speed is 280 km/h, corresponding to 78 m/s at the exit of the 4 m × 2.8 m nozzle, yielding a Reynolds number of 1 × 10^6 based on the vehicle’s characteristic length of l = 3 m/15. The turbulence intensity of the free stream flow is \( \Delta u/u_{\infty} \leq 0.3\% \), deviation from block profile is \( \Delta u/u_{\infty} \leq 1\% \) and angularity is better than 2°. The models and ground configurations were installed on a turn table laid out for automotive scale 1:4 models located on the centre line of the test section, directly downstream of the nozzle. The maximum blockage of the test section by the tested models does not exceed \( B = 3.8\% \) for yaw angles up to 30° and \( B = 6.1\% \) for yaw angles up to 90°. An external RIAG (Type 192) balance, mounted directly underneath the ground simulation, has been used. An internal mounting was not feasible due to the limited space inside the scale 1:15 model. The use of the wind tunnel scale 1:1 external balance was not appropriate due to insufficient resolution of the forces and moments. The ground configurations on which the ICE 3 was investigated are shown in Figs. 1 and 2:

- A flat ground—FG configuration with a gap of 235 mm (full scale) between the wheels and the ground (according to TSI HS RST, EC, 2006 and RIL 80704, DB Netz AG, 2006).
- A single-track ballast and rail—STBR configuration with a height of 1 m (full scale) (according to prEN14067-6).
- An embankment—EMB configuration with a total height of 6 m (full scale) featuring double track ballast and rails (according to TSI HS RST, EC, 2006).

3. Results

3.1. Tuft visualisation on an embankment

Fig. 3 shows tuft visualisations on the windward side of the embankment at yaw angles of 0° – 30°. For small yaw angles of 0° and 10°, the tufts are directed in parallel with the wind tunnel floor and the embankment. For the higher yaw angles of 20° and 30°, the flow field on the windward side becomes directed upwards, thereby altering the pitch angle of the approaching flow relative to the train on top of the embankment. When viewed from the front in Fig. 3e, a change of flow direction near the leading edge of the embankment is clearly visible, highlighting the effect of the presence of the embankments nose shape. In addition, a three-dimensional pattern is exhibited upstream of the train revealing the footprint of a longitudinal vortex on the leeward side (also visible on side view at 40° shown in Fig. 2c).1

3.2. Force coefficients

The force and moment coefficients according to the EN14067 coordinate system (Fig. 4) and Eqs. (1)–(6) of the ICE 3 are shown in Fig. 5 and tabulated in Appendix A. The results have been checked to be nearly independent of Reynolds number (cf. Section 3.2.1). In addition to the directly measured aerodynamic properties on flat ground (FG), single-track ballast and rail (STBR) and the 6 m high embankment (EMB), calculated coefficients for the embankment case using the “Baker hypothesis” (Baker, 1985) (cf. Section 3.3 for details) based on

---

1 This effect can be minimised by extending the embankment further upstream to the nozzle exit, however, at the cost of interference problems between wind tunnel nozzle and embankment.
flat ground (EMB Baker (FG)) and ballast and rail data (EMB Baker (STBR)) are shown. The most important parameter with respect to cross-wind stability is the roll-moment coefficient around the leeward track $c_{mxlee}$, which is shown in Fig. 5g. It can be noted that the flat ground results are considerably below those obtained on the ballast and rail configuration. The measured coefficients on the 6 m embankment are above the ballast and rail results for yaw angles below 40°, but drop significantly below those of ballast and rail for yaw angles above 40°:

$M_y = c_{my} A l^2 \nu_0^2$ (Pitch)  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$M_z = c_{mz} A l^2 \nu_0^2$ (Yaw)  \hspace{1cm} (6)

$c_{mxlee} = c_{mx} - c_{z} \frac{b_a}{l}$ (Roll moment coefficient around leeward track)  \hspace{1cm} (7)

$A = 10 \, m^2, \quad l = 3 \, m, \quad b_a = 1.5 \, m$ (full scale) \hspace{1cm} (8)

3.2.1. Reynolds number dependency

A Reynolds number check performed at $0.5 \times R_{max}$ and $0.75 \times R_{max}$ according to the wind tunnel specification provided by TSI HS RST (EC, 2006) and prEN14067-6 (CEN, 2008) is shown in Fig. 6. The Reynolds number is based on the characteristic length $l = 3 \, m$ (full scale).

The change of $c_{mxlee}(30°)$ with increasing Reynolds number is below 3% for all investigated cases. Interestingly, $c_{mxlee}(30°)$ decreases with increasing Reynolds number for the true flat ground and the ballast and rail configuration, but increases for the embankment configuration. The reason for these opposing trends remains unknown.

3.2.2. True flat ground versus ballast and rail flat ground

As already mentioned and described in detail in the preliminary norm prEN 14067-6 (CEN, 2008), there exist two interpretations of a “flat ground” setup for train aerodynamics:

The “true flat ground—FG” configuration consists of a train located above a flat plate, i.e. in the absence of any rail or ballast detail. For historical reasons, the distance between the wheel–rail contact point and the plate is set to 235 mm (full scale). This elevation approximately corresponds to the height of the rail and the sleeper, thus would yield the proper under body blockage in the wind tunnel at 0° yaw angle. The main advantage of this setup

$M_x = c_{mx} A l^2 \nu_0^2$ (Roll)  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$F_x = c_x A l^2 \nu_0^2$ (Drag)  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$F_y = c_y A l^2 \nu_0^2$ (Side force)  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$F_z = c_z A l^2 \nu_0^2$ (Lift)  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$\beta$ are the yaw angles above 40°, but drop significantly below those of ballast and rail for yaw angles above 40°.

Fig. 3. Flow structure on the windward side of an embankment at (a) 0°, (b) 10°, (c) 20°, (d) 30° and on the leeward side at (e) 40°.

Fig. 4. Coordinate system according to EN14067-1, (a) side view, (b) rear view, (c) top view, (d) velocity triangle (CEN, 2008).
is its extreme simplicity, the main shortcoming is an improper representation of the under belly flow field in yawed conditions.

The “single-track ballast and rail—STBR” configuration includes a simplified and standardised 1 m ballast bed with rails, but without any further details such as sleepers. The wheel–rail contact point is set to its proper value, thus the wheels usually need to be flattened in order to avoid real wheel–rail contact during the force measurements. The main advantages are its improved representation of the under belly flow field during cross wind and an attenuation of the wind tunnel boundary layer details, the main shortcomings are an increased experimental effort and the improper flow around the ballast bed itself (see Sections 3.3 and 4.1). This latter effect of introducing again the

---

**Fig. 5.** Aerodynamic coefficients of an ICE 3 on different ground configurations.
improper relative flow speeds across the ballast, however, is relatively small due to the small height of only 1 m (full scale) compared to the 7 m height of the standard “6 m embankment”.2

For the sake of comparability and cost saving due to avoiding multiple wind tunnel tests, the prEN 14067-6 working group members are pushing forward the 1 m ballast and rail configuration, as it is seen more beneficial to improve the underbelly flow representation for cross wind at the expense of a slightly more complicated set up. Since there exists a large amount of experimental data for the true flat ground configuration, it would be desirable to determine an approximate scaling function to convert the existing “true flat ground” data into the “ballast and rail” configuration.

Due to the aforementioned physical differences between these two configurations, such a scaling can only be relatively crude. However, if this scaling function is determined for a variety of trains that differ significantly in shape and underbelly layout, one would at least be enabled to generate a worst-case scaling function.

Fig. 7 shows the scaling factor between the lee-rail rolling moment coefficient of the ballast and rail and the true flat ground configuration. The scaling factor is approximately 1.3 within the yaw angle range $5 \leq \beta \leq 45$. For yaw angles above 45° the scaling factor decreases to 1.05 at 60°. Since the relevant yaw angle range for a high speed train is approximately $10 \leq \beta \leq 30$° (cf. Orellano and Schober, 2006), the scaling factor of the investigated ICE 3 can be assumed to be constant and 1.3 within the range of interest.

3.3 Transformation of the flat ground results to the 6 m embankment

Baker (1985) investigated in detail the acceleration of the natural wind across an embankment (without any train) with both wind tunnel and track site measurements. He found, for wind angles between 90° (i.e. perpendicular to the embankment) and 30°, only the embankment-normal velocity component to be accelerated across the embankment (cf. Section 4.1), whilst the embankment-parallel component remained unchanged (cf. Fig. 8). This subsequently changes the local wind angle $\beta_{EMB}$ on top of the embankment. The resulting flat ground wind velocity $U_{EMB}$ is given by

$$U_{EMB} = \sqrt{(v_i + U_{WT}\cos\beta_{WT})^2 + f_{EMB,FG}^2(U_{WT}\sin\beta_{WT})^2} \tag{9}$$

$$\beta_{EMB} = \arctan\left(\frac{f_{EMB,FG}U_{WT}\sin\beta_{WT}}{v_i + U_{WT}\cos\beta_{WT}}\right) \tag{10}$$

where $f_{EMB,FG}$ is the over-speeding coefficient, $\beta_{WT}$ is the direction of the wind-tunnel flow relative to the embankment and $\beta_{EMB}$ is the local wind angle on top of an embankment.

For the transformation of true flat ground data to data on an embankment, the train speed must be set to $v_i = 0$ since there is no relative movement between the train model and the wind-tunnel floor. Apparently, Eqs. (9) and (10) reduce to

$$\frac{U_{EMB}}{U_{WT}} = \sqrt{\cos^2\beta_{WT} + f_{EMB,FG}^2\sin^2\beta_{WT}} \tag{11}$$

$$\tan\beta_{EMB} = f_{EMB,FG}\tan\beta_{WT} \tag{12}$$

For the conversion of flat ground data into embankment data it is assumed that the local wind speed $U_{EMB}$ and the corresponding wind angle $\beta_{EMB}$ on top of the embankment are equal to the values measured in the flat-ground experiment:

$$\beta_{WT,FG} = \beta_{EMB} \tag{13}$$

$$U_{WT,FG} = U_{EMB} \tag{14}$$

Thus, Eq. (11) is rewritten such that $\beta_{EMB}$ is used as an argument:

$$\frac{U_{WT}}{U_{WT,EMB}} = \sqrt{\cos^2\beta_{EMB} + f_{EMB,FG}^2\sin^2\beta_{EMB}} \tag{15}$$

Assuming that in case the local wind speed and wind angle agree, the measured forces on the embankment and in the flat ground setup are the same, permits the scaling of the measured flat ground coefficients to the embankment case. In this case Eq. (15) can be applied to the aerodynamic forces and moments (cf. Eqs. (1)-(6))

$$C_{EMB}(\beta_{WT}) = C_{FG}(\beta_{EMB}) \frac{1}{\cos^2\beta_{EMB} + f_{EMB,FG}^2\sin^2\beta_{EMB}} \tag{16}$$

$$i \in \{x, y, z, mx, my, mz, mxlee\} \tag{17}$$

For the transformation of the flat ground coefficients to the embankment coefficients, a value of $f_{EMB,FG} = 1.23$ has been used according to the RIL 80704 (DB Netz AG, 2006).

This procedure is henceforth called application of the “Baker hypothesis”. According to Baker (1985) this transformation is only valid for wind angles $\beta_{WT} \geq 30^\circ$. It should be noted that when converting ballast and rail measurements into embankment data,
the Baker coefficient $f_{STBR,FG} = 1.035$ valid for a 1 m standard ballast and rail configuration has to be taken into account. Therefore, the conversion is done using an overall coefficient of $f_{EMB,STBR} = 1.23/1.035 = 1.188$ in this case.

The agreement between the “measured on embankment coefficients” and the “flat ground with Baker transformation coefficients” in Fig. 5 is rather poor. The large discrepancies at wind angles $\beta_{WT}$ above 30° (valid range of “Baker hypothesis”) are attributed to the fact that the flow around the embankment in the wind tunnel experiment significantly differs from the full scale reality (cf. Gawthorpe, 1994). For wind angles $\beta_{WT}$ below 40° the impact of the leading edge of the embankment on the local flow field at the train model is so dominant that the measurements are significantly violated. It thus cannot be expected that the measured values agree with any real case with an arbitrarily long embankment ahead of the vehicle.

The coefficients obtained through the Baker hypothesis are generally larger than those measured directly on the embankment, suggesting that the wind tunnel approach enforced by the TSI HS RST (EC, 2006) requesting “measured on embankment coefficients” is not conservative. Whilst this lack of conservatism is only of minor importance within the TSI itself due to the TSI approach being based on a comparison to a reference vehicle under the same experimental conditions, this lack of conservatism has to be carefully evaluated as soon as an approach is based on actual risk analyses (Blakeney, 2000).

4. Discussion

4.1. The flow of wind over a skewed obstacle

A generic embankment, as it has been used in wind tunnel studies, has many similar features to “generic flow configurations”, such as the backward-facing step or the fence, where a variety of publications exist. For example, Fernholz et al. (1993) showed that the flow behind a skewed backward facing step (cf. Fig. 9a) shows three regions (cf. Fig. 9b) that depend on the skewing angle $\alpha$. These three regions are dominated by either the step-normal, the step-parallel or both velocity components and exhibit quite different flow features:

2-D perpendicular: A “quasi-two-dimensional” separation for skew angles of 0° to approximately 30°. Here, the independence principle of Prandtl is valid, i.e. the transversal flow properties are independent of the stream-wise and wall-normal velocity components. Flow features as for instance the separation length, scale with the velocity component normal to the step.

2-D parallel: A “quasi-two-dimensional” separation for skew angles of 30° to approximately 90°, which is dominated by a strong longitudinal vortex immediately behind the step. Flow features as the separation length are dominated by the velocity component parallel to the step.

3-D: A “strongly three-dimensional” separation for skew angles of 30° to approximately 50°, where a transition between the above two patterns takes place, i.e. the flow field depends on both step normal- and parallel component.

Orellano and Schober (2003) showed that for modern high speed trains the wheel unloading due to cross wind is strongest for yaw angles $\beta$ of 10 – 30°. Due to the large velocity of the train ($V_{train}$ ≈ 100 m/s) relative to the ground, this corresponds to nearly perpendicular wind relatively to the track (80° – 90°) at a wind speed of approximately 30 m/s.

We therefore can conclude that for the real operation of a train, the characteristic velocity corresponds to the train speed and the dominant flow feature is the longitudinal vortex generated on the leeward side of the train. For the real flow across an embankment, in contrast, the characteristic velocity is the wind velocity, the angle of attack is nearly perpendicular and the flow is quasi-two-dimensional. In other words, the train’s flow is “2-D parallel” whereas the flow across the embankment is “2-D perpendicular” in reality.

Within a wind-tunnel experiment with stationary embankment, the embankment is subject to nearly the same angle of attack and flow speed as the train and therefore, is also subject to a strong longitudinal vortex (see Fig. 2c) that is not present under real operational conditions. A separation of the velocity into components normal- and parallel to the embankment (Prandtl’s decomposition) is not possible in the yaw angle range under consideration. In other words, both the train’s and the embankment’s flow are treated “2-D parallel” in the wind tunnel, which is inherently incorrect as far as the embankment is concerned.

5. Conclusion

An ICE 3 model has been investigated in an automotive wind tunnel on three different ground configurations by means of force
measurements and tuft flow visualisations. The aerodynamic force and moment coefficients reveal a strong dependency on the ground configuration, with the embankment configuration giving the highest measured coefficients only for yaw angles $\beta < 40^\circ$. The coefficients obtained through the Baker hypothesis are found to be larger than those measured directly on the embankment, suggesting that the approach utilising an embankment inside the wind tunnel is not conservative. The poor agreement between the measured coefficients only for yaw angles $\beta_{WT}$ up to 40$^\circ$ and thus, violates the Baker hypothesis.

It is thus recommended, for the determination of aerodynamic forces acting on a train on an embankment, to measure the aerodynamic coefficients for the flat ground configuration and subsequently apply the Baker hypothesis.

**Appendix A. Measured aerodynamic coefficients of an scale 1:15 ICE 3 model**

The force and moment coefficients according to the EN14067 coordinate system and Eqs. (1)–(6) of the ICE 3 are tabulated in Table 1.

**Appendix B. Upstream length of ballast and rail**

When using a ballast and rail flat ground set up, in addition to the cross section also the necessary upstream length of the ballast and rail needs to be determined. The essential requirement is that the upstream part needs to be sufficiently long to generate a nearly two-dimensional flow with respect to the train. As has been discussed in Section 4.1, this is generally not possible. However, since the height of the ballast and rail is small (approximately only 1/4 of the train height), the influence of the ballast and rail on the three-dimensional character of the flow is small compared to that of the train itself.

In order to assess the necessary upstream length, the impact on the lee rail moment coefficient, $c_{mxlee}$, was checked in a separate wind tunnel campaign with a scale 1:10 train model of a driving trailer. Fig. 10a shows a sketch of the experimental set up. Two different upstream ballast lengths of $2 \times h$ and $7 \times h$, with $h$ being the vehicle height, were investigated. The first ground configuration is denoted “short ballast and rail”, the latter “long ballast and rail”.

Fig. 10b shows the evolution of the relative lee rail moment coefficient $c_{mxlee}/c_{mxlee,max}$ for the two different ballast lengths. The difference between the two curves is negligible. An upstream ballast length of two train heights $h$ or 8 m full scale can thus be considered as sufficient for wind tunnel experiments.
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Fig. 10. Influence of upstream ballast length on lee-rail roll-moment coefficient.